
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

Sandra Stimson 
 
CADDCT – Certified Alzheimer’s Disease & Dementia Care Trainer Seminar  
Alzheimer’s Disease & Dementia Care Training 
Statistics prove that nearly 50% of the residents of long-term care facilities have been diagnosed 
with dementia/Alzheimer’s Disease. This number will continue to grow. The only way to provide 
successful dementia care is to understand the disease process and the significance behind the 
dementia related behaviors. 
Course Goals and Objectives: 
Goals are: 

• To provide fundamental education on dementia and dementia care 
• To enhance the Quality of Life of dementia patients through education care providers 
• Foster sensitivity and respect for the dementia client 
• To teach communication techniques 
• To provide sensitive approaches for assisting patients with activities of daily living. 

Participants will: 
• Have an understanding of dementia 
• Identify common causes of aggressive, repetitive and sundowning behaviors in adults 
• Describe behavioral/care interventions that may be used to prevent or reduce difficult care 

situations. 
• Describe challenges related to caregiver stress and utilize stress reduction techniques 
• Learn alternative activity interventions that are success oriented and failure free 
• Receive certificate of attendance in seminar. 

The NCCDP Alzheimer's Disease and Dementia Care Seminars has been approved by the National 
Council of Certified Dementia Practitioners® and meets the criteria for those who qualify and are 
pursuing certification as a CDP Certified Dementia Practitioner. 



 
Michael McCann 
 
NAAP Leadership Training 
This course goes a step beyond the 36-hour certification course and develops a “tool box” for 
leaders as it challenges them to go beyond working day-to-day issues. This program includes 
marketing and community relations tactics, strategic planning, hiring and leading creative teams, 
advocating against ageism, helping seniors face retirement and become engaged in their lives, 
and addressing spiritual issues of aging. 
 
Are you looking for education beyond the 36-hour basic activity director course? 
Do you work with seniors in active living environments and communities such as Independent 
and Assisted Living in CCRC’s, Planned Communities? 
Are you looking to enhance your skills and move into a management position?  
This course will help you develop the leadership skills needed to transform your programming 
and change the way you impact your residents.  
 
Topics will include: 

• The Activity Paradigm and Culture Change 
• Leadership and building teams 
• Change programming including Community Outreach and Wellness 
• Strategic Planning 
• Marketing and Communication 

 
Brain Battalion 
This seminar will help you create and sustain a comprehensive brain wellness program through 
the development mental exercise, life-long learning programs and creating your own in-house 
school house run by residents for residents. This will complement existing opportunities while 
giving your organization a unique brand of programming. 
 
Objectives: 
 

• Create a community network to provide college level, educational programs 
• Implement a brain exercise program that will layer into existing programs 
• Develop an educational series of lectures based upon resident interest. 

 
Providing leadership to all facets of life enrichment for Friendship Senior Options, Michael 
McCann has over 20 years of providing character and leadership development. As a 
transformational executive leader Michael uses his experience to motivate, teach and facilitate 
long-term personal development and well-being. 
 
Michael is also on the faculty for College of DuPage as well as a contributing partner with 
McHenry County College, Oakton College, Harper and Roosevelt Universities teaching 
physical, mental and spiritual wellness to older adult students. He also writes a monthly wellness 



blog for McKnight’s Senior Living News. Michael also serves on the Board of Directors for the 
National Association of Activity Professionals as Conference Trustee. 
 
Jack York 
 
The Future’s So Bright: The Intersection of Technology and Aging 
 
Today we utilize technology in virtually every facet of our lives. We are connected 24/7 to the 
world at large through email, Skype, smartphones, laptops, tablets and a myriad of other 
applications and devices. Yet older adults living in senior living communities, particularly those 
individuals living with dementia, have been left out of this revolution. By highlighting real word 
examples of multimedia technologies, delivered through various adaptive computer systems, this 
presentation looks at how you can help change that reality.  Learn best practices from activity 
professional throughout the country that have been identified by the early adopters to 
successfully implement person-based technology, including how to gain buy-in from staff, 
families, and the residents themselves. 
 

Objectives: 
 
• See multiple examples of the technologies that are coming, and how they will change the 

paradigm of the resident experience in skilled nursing facilities, AL communities and 
adult day programs.  

• Acquire practical strategies for setting up person-based technology programs in your 
community.  

• Learn how the latest research is quantifying the benefits of technology-based programs in 
senior living communities—with a focus on programs for people living with dementia. 

Jack York is co-founder of It’s Never 2 Late (iN2L), a company dedicated to helping older adults 
realize the full benefits of adaptive technology. Originally, Jack did not envision iN2L as a 
business; the impetus for what became the company was a philanthropic idea—to donate 
computers to assisted living communities and nursing homes in Southern California.  With a 15 
year background in the Silicon Valley, he saw a vast potential in fostering these connections, but 
also saw that conventional technology was too difficult for virtually all of the residents to use in 
a meaningful way. As a result, in 1999, Jack retired as vice president of strategic sales for 
Vishay Intertechnology and started what has become a successful gerontechnology company.  As 
of 2015, the company has a customer base of over 2000 communities spread out across all 50 
states.   He is a sought after national and international speaker on technology as a means to 
create personalized experiences that engage and connect residents to their loved ones and the 
world at large, specifically individuals with dementia.  iN2L’s work has been recognized by the 
Wall Street Journal, NPR, and dozens of senior living publications. 
 

 

 



Rev. Dr. Shawn Kafader 
Contemplative Spirituality Programing 

As Activity Professional we focus much of our time and energy on keeping our residents as 
active as possible for as long as possible. How are we preparing our residents for those times on 
life's journey when they can no longer be active? Whether for a few weeks of rehab or a longer 
period of physical inactivity we will all encounter times when we are called to "be" rather than 
"do." This workshop will offer practical programming ideas that help attenders prepare our 
residents for times of limited activity. These experiential program activities can be instantly 
applied to any setting or care level engaging residents of any faith tradition.  

“Becoming Transformers” 

Life is a series of transformational experiences. Every experience holds the invitation to embrace 
a deeper understanding of life. These experiences should never end. As activity leaders we meet 
people at key transformational points on their life journey.  Misunderstandings and 
apprehensions of these key transformational points keep both professionals and those they work 
with stuck in the life-growth cycle. Dr. Kafader will present a model for understanding the 
transformational process of life, while developing awareness and engagement with key 
transformational opportunities inviting those we work with to engage in ever deepening and 
effective levels of living. Dr. Kafader’s goal is to motivate you and your activity team to become 
transformers.  

Dr. Shawn Kafader is an ordained nondenominational clergyperson and licensed clinical 
professional counselor in the State of Illinois. His educational background includes 
undergraduate studies in music performance, a Master of Divinity, Masters of Arts in Clinical 
Counseling and a Doctor of Ministry in Adult Spiritual Formation. Shawn is a graduate of the 
Eastman School of Music, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School, The Illinois School of 
Professional Psychology, and Bethany Theological Seminary. Shawn serves as Chaplain and 
Clinical Counseling Supervisor at Friendship Village of Schaumburg, Schaumburg, IL. His work 
includes engaging residents in spiritual wellness and supervising Masters Level Art Therapy and 
Mental Health Counseling interns. Shawn travels the United States presenting motivational and 
spiritual workshops and retreats. 

Nancy Williams 
Being a Leader in Your Field  

What does it take to be a leader in your field? This session will take the participant through the 
steps to achieving your goal to be a leader. The attendees will explore the principles of winning 
as a leader and how to go from a losing mind set to a winning mind set.  



Objectives  

• Identify the winning principles of a leader.  
• Identify what strengths the attendee has to make them a leader.  
• Identify the goals to achieve to become a leader.   

Marketing Your Community 

The 21st century has brought us the world of Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn along with other 
technological advances. This session will explore social media and other marketing methods in 
promoting both your community and activity program. We will also investigate how photographs 
can make or break the story you are trying to convey. Utilizing the SWOT method attendees will 
be able to develop a marketing plan for their community.  

Objectives  

• Identify how to use SWOT in developing a marketing plan.  
• Identify how to take a good photograph and use it in marketing.  
• Identify methods to use to market your senior living community.  

The Baby Boomers Have Arrived-Now What  

With the arrival of the Baby Boomers it is time to rethink how we do resident activity programs. 
This group doesn't want to go gracefully into that "good night" but is going kicking and 
screaming all the way. They have lived a more activity lifestyle than previous retirees and will 
want to continue this active lifestyle in our senior communities. The Baby Boomers want to pack 
as much as they can into each and every day. They also present the additional challenge as their 
age group spans by almost 20 years so their leisure interest are more diverse. If you have Baby 
Boomers who are presenting you a challenge you don't want to miss this session.  

Objectives  

• Identify who the Baby Boomers are.  
• Identify methods to meet the leisure needs of the Baby Boomers.  
• Identify how to meld the Baby Boomers into the community's current activity program. 

Nancy has worked as an Activity Professional for over 36 years. She began her career In CT as 
Assistant Therapeutic Recreation Director. She has also worked in NC, AL, TN, IL and currently 
in TX. She has worked in various positions ranging from Activity Therapist, Activity 
Consultant/Educator, and Director of Resident Programs to her current position as Clare Bridge 
Program Manager for Brookdale-The Woodlands. In her current positon she manages a 34 bed 
Memory Care Unit. 

 



Susan Bell  
Let’s Get Wired! Movement to help the brain/body connection  

This session will arm you with a whole new program to take back to your communities. Find out 
how small movements help with brain function and health. We know that the right side of the 
brain controls the left side of the body, and the left side of the brain controls the right side of the 
body. Information also moves from back to front, and up and down in the brain. Discover the 
movements that help synapses fire better connecting the different parts of the brain. Come 
prepared to participate.  

Objectives  

• To explore the connection between body movement and brain health  
• To provide colleagues new program idea   

Former Physical Educator born and raised in the Shenandoah Valley of Virginia, P.E. was 
always paramount in her life. Susan is a graduate of Radford University, with her B. S. in 
Commercial Fitness. She is AP-BC and CDP certified. She worked with kids for over a decade, 
and was able to see how Brain Gym improved coordination and brain function with her students. 
She presented a number of presentations for state AAHPERD P.E. organizations, while working 
for the American Heart Association, and now she is back to her first love, helping others with 
body/brain connections. 

Pamela Hayle, Julie Reginek, Bonnie Jacobs, Natalie Davis 
NAAP Consultant/Educator Panel 

We will present a panel with several top experts from around the country in the field of 
Therapeutic Activity Services.  Each expert will present on their area of expertise with specific 
attention to: 

• Regulations update and current survey trends 
• Educational resources, programs and avenues for activity professionals 
• Best Practices across the country in activity programming 
• Competency skills and Standards of Practice for the Activity Professional 
• The future of Therapeutic Activity Services in the changing world of Older Adult care 

and services 

There will also be an introductory interactive activity and brief summary by the facilitator on the 
current key issues and trends in Activity Services.  There will be a time for questions and 
answers including closing remarks from each panelist and the facilitator. 



Objectives: 

• Participants will gain knowledge of the current trends, focus areas and best practices in 
Activity Services. 

• Participants will be informed of the current state of the implementation of the revised 
proposal for Long-term (long-term) care and implications for the activity profession 

• Participants will be able to define competency skills and standards of practice for 
Activity Professionals 

Pamela Hayle, BA degree from Bethel University in St. Paul, MN, ACC. SFPT, currently  
serves as Quality Improvement Director for Augustana Care in Minneapolis, MN, and  
Therapeutic Activities Consultant for all corporate sites in Minnesota, and Colorado.  Is  
the NAAP state contact for Minnesota and serves as the Minnesota Activity Association  
Education Chair.  Pamela also is the Board-Chair for the Vital Aging Network a non- 
profit dedicated to Active Aging, and encouraging older adults to be engaged in their  
communities.  Pamela has 37 years experience in aging services, and was hired as a  
“special expert” by CMS to train surveyors on the revised guidance for activities in 2004. 
(Facilitator) 
 
Julie Reginek is the instructor and curriculum designer of the Activity Director Program  
and MEPAP national certification classes at Ridgewater College in Minnesota.  She  
holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Recreation, a Master of Science degree in  
Instructional Design and eLearning, and has over 30 years of experience as an activity  
director, consultant and educator.  In addition to being a Certified Dementia Practitioner,  
she is also a Certified Alzheimer’s’ Diseases and Dementia Care Trainer. 
Julie is also the Online Curriculum Specialist, D2L Campus Trainer, and Quality Matters  
Coordinator for Ridgewater College. 
(Panel Member) 
 
Natalie Davis has a BA in Psychology and a MA in Therapeutic Recreation and has over 40 
years in the long term care industry as a practitioner, consultant, trainer and writer. She is 
currently certified as an ACC/EDU, CDP, CADDCT and Brain Health Coach.  She works 
closely with the Texas Culture Change Coalition and the Texas Quality Monitoring Program 
to provide education focusing on the role of activities in a person directed environment.  She 
has served on the NCCAP board and routinely presents MEPAP instructor workshops at the 
NCCAP Symposium. 
(Panel Member) 

 
Bonnie Jacobs, CTRS currently work as the Vice-President of Recreation and Social Services 
programs for Rockport Healthcare Services overseeing 75 skilled nursing facilities in 
California and Texas.  Bonnie graduated from the University of Florida with a degree in 
Recreation Therapy back in the dark ages.  She has over 30 years of experience providing 



consultation to recreation departments in skilled nursing facilities.  Currently Bonnie also 
serves on the Advisory Board for the CAHF sponsored Music and Memory Program in 
California. 
(Panel Member 

Molly Fogel 
Understanding Behaviors as a Form of Communication in Dementia Care  

This session seeks to reframe typical “problem behaviors” sometimes exhibited by individuals 
living with dementia as expressions of need and explore the myriad ways individuals with 
dementia commonly communicate their needs, especially as the illness progresses. Participants 
will explore strategies to proactively meet needs, as well as develop tools to de-escalate and 
diffuse situations if they arise.  

Objectives  

• Assess how “behaviors” exhibited by individuals with dementia are a method of 
communication and expressions of need 

• Consider the range of physical and emotional needs individuals have and how 
dementia effects individuals’ abilities to express these needs 

• Explore creative methods to manage behaviors and assist the individual meet their 
needs   

Molly Fogel, LCSW is the Director of Educational and Social Services at the Alzheimer’s 
Foundation of America (AFA). In the field for 10 years, Molly has spent her career working to 
educate and improve best practices within organizations, focusing on improving clinical skills in 
all staff, despite their background, and ensuring the community served is provided the 
opportunity to improve overall health and wellness, emotionally, mentally, & physically. In her 
current position, Molly is able to work with a dynamic interdisciplinary team providing 
education, resources, and support to individuals living with dementia, their families and care 
professionals. Molly has had variety of clinical positions, starting her work in New York City on 
the Bowery serving the homeless then shifting to community health work focusing on substance 
use and mental health, ultimately finding a home in the on medical wellness and aging 
community. Molly received her bachelor’s degree in Criminal Justice from American University 
in Washington DC, and went on for her Master’s in Social Work from New York University. 
Molly finds her most rewarding work has been teaching professionals and paraprofessional staff 
clinical techniques to improve the quality of services being provided within the populations they 
serve. 

 



Bronson Chadwick  
SHOWTIME: How to Get Free or Cheap Entertainment at Your Facility  

It's no secret that tight budgets are a problem for Activity Professionals. In some facilities live 
entertainment is the first item to be cut from an activity budget and other more "economical" 
activities are chosen instead. In his humorous and engaging one-hour presentation Bronson 
Chadwick teaches the secrets to bringing in live entertainers of all disciplines (music, comedy, 
etc.) to your facility no matter how tight your budget may be. Bronson can teach how 
entertainers can bring the field trip to you!  

Objectives  

§ Affordable Entertainment 
§ Applying for Entertainment Discounts 
§ Using Hidden Resources to Attract Live Performers 

Bronson Chadwick is a full-time entertainer and speaker working primarily in retirement 
centers, assisted living facilities and so-on. He's entertained hundreds of audiences to date all 
across the United States and overseas. Bronson seeks to inspire and empower audiences in both 
live performances and in speaker's presentations for facility residences and healthcare activity 
professionals respectively. 

Dr. Lisa Hale  
Brining Leadership Home: Keeping Your Cool  

When the pressure is on; supercharged teams click into high gear. Their efforts coalesce, and are 
harmonious. Ineffective teams on the other hand, get bogged down in resistance, competition and 
most insidiously, failed communication. Organizations that have mastered the team part of 
performance enjoy great rewards: Really great care, increased profit, innovation and fulfillment. 
This is not news to anyone. But what to do about it? In moments of high stress, and bad 
behavior, too many of us lose our cool. The effects are devastating: lost credibility, lost trust, and 
lost loyalty. At the root of unhealthy cultures is a sort of apathy and “they won’t let us…..” kind 
of mindset that numbs out and dumbs down the energy of a team until it’s almost dead. Business 
owners and executives report that the treacherous trap of victim culture is what most often keeps 
them up at night. In Bringing Leadership Home, Dr. Lisa Hale will tell entertaining and moving 
stories that illustrate how to escape the trap of energy smothering cultures and infuse life and 
spirit back into all the teams that you care about. Attendees will be inspired to 
see that each of us can step into Fierce Ownership and bring leadership home using approaches 
that each of us can implement immediately. 
 
Objectives 

• Identify and use the foundations of trust and loyalty 
• Learn and apply a framework to create needed change in all areas of life. 



• Use the principles of Bringing Leadership Home to lead change, coalesce teams, improve 
culture, communicate, and engage 

 
For more than 20 years, Dr. Hale has coached, mentored and trained executive teams, business 
owners and entrepreneurs on five continents to accelerate the achievement of their business and 
life goals faster, with greater satisfaction and confidence. Great results show up for you when 
you take fierce ownership of your results using the three key performance strategies to Bring 
Leadership Home.  
Lisa holds graduate degrees from Northwestern University and post-graduate credentials in 
leadership and executive coaching from the College of Executive Coaching and ICF 
(International Coach Federation). 
Lisa is the incoming President of the Board at the International Coach Federation – Colorado 
Chapter. 
 
 
 
Catherine Braxton 
IMPROVe Dementia Communications  

Silver Dawn Training Institute C.E.O. Catherine Braxton and C.O.O. Tami Neumann present 
their trademarked method in communication enhancement (IMPROVe) by using the foundation 
of empathy and the rules of improv to create meaningful moments of connection between the 
Person with Dementia (PWD) and their caregivers. Through 4 main rules of improv, games of 
improv, and tenants of empathy, participants will be immersed in an engaging and fully 
experiential workshop which will build confidence, communication techniques and the 
confidence to create meaningful moments.  

Tools and skills are easily accessible and attainable for inter-generational caregivers, both in the 
trenches and in the field. No need to rely on a heavy textbook or thick manual in order to de-
escalate a situation, create a calm environment and connect in moments of joy. IMPROVe 
provides a safe environment that guides any caregiver, care-partner or staff member to best 
engage with a person with dementia (PWD) in a fulfilling and validating manner that reduces 
stress, shame, guilt and judgement on all partners. 

The IMPROVe Communication training material has shown participants gain and maintain a: 

25% increase in communication skill levels 

51% increase in attentive listening 

41% increase in confidence among caregivers to interact with PWD. 

As a multi-faceted and supportive learning environment is created, all learning styles will be 
addressed to successfully engage and educate each participant. This will include mini video 



clips, individual work, group work, games and exercises. When having fun with the concepts, the 
participants will retain the information they receive. Processing throughout the workshop 
method, participants learn to connect the dots in dementia communication and are able to utilize 
what they have learned immediately.  

Silver Dawn Training Institute Course Work and Workshops have been endorsed by the National 
Association of Certified Dementia Practitioners (NACDP) and the Alzheimer's Foundation of 
America (AFA)  

Objectives  

§ By the end of the presentation the attendees will be fluent in the important rules of improv 
and how they can easily apply to the creation of meaningful moments of reminiscing 

§ By the end of the presentation the attendees will understand how the pillars of empathy lay 
a foundation for communication, true connection and acknowledgment of a Person with 
Dementia's verbal and non-verbal expressions 

§ By the end of the presentation, the attendees will learn the valuable tools to keep a Person 
with Dementia out of a place of shame and judgement. Attendees will gain a renewed 
sense of confidence when communicating with PWD, having accessible tools in their back 
pocket to utilize immediately. 
As the Chief Education Officer, Catherine believes in creating thought provoking 
educational content. Her unapologetic style, allows caregivers to dig deep into empathy 
and provides a safe space for exploration into this foundational concept for IMPROVe© 
and Dementia RAW. She blogs for The Chicago Tribune and is the Ambassador for the 
Chicago Chapter of Aging 2.0. Catherine has spent the past 20 years in the aging industry 
managing memory care units, activity professionals, and facilitates support groups. 
Catherine is currently working to publish their findings on the use of empathy and improv 
as an effective communication strategy for caregivers. 
 

Tia Hovatter  
Activity Departments: The Amazing Race 

Activity departments do it all! A day in the activity department is like entire segment of the hit 
show “The Amazing Race”. Activities professionals often encounter being U turned, having 
detours, major road blocks, scary speed bumps.  Join the “team” for a fun session, learn how to 
prevent and deal with daily obstacles and improve your efficiency and effectiveness. A winning 
team is a working team!    

Objectives:   

• Participants will be able to audit and self-identify survey target issues.   
• Participants will be provided with take home ready resolutions to activity survey focus 

areas.  Participants will learn techniques to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of 
documentation skills and overall departmental management.   



Does your leadership sizzle or fizzle? 

Sizzle for fizzle? Leadership is defined differently for every professional. Great leaders are able 
to not only lead the team; but maintain achievement towards long term goals. Creating, ,building 
and maintaining a leadership “empire” may take years to perfect, however during this 
presentation you will learn proven practice ready leadership skills that will take from a fizzling 
leader to a sizzle! 

Objectives:   

• Participants will how to create and implement a long term plan to build there “empire”.   
• Participants will learn to construct a leadership “force field” and be able to create their 

own leadership recipe.   
• Participants will learn proven leadership tools that will empower their inner leadership 

skills. 

Tia Hovatter is the Director of Education for Health Consultants Plus.   She has a Bachelor’s 
Degree in Education and a Master’s Degree in Public Health from West Virginia University.  
She is an Activity Consultant Certified, Modular Education Program for Activity Professionals 
(MEPAP) instructor, Advanced Directives Trainer, Certified Dementia Practitioner, Certified 
Alzheimer’s and Dementia Care Trainer and a Licensed Nursing Home Administrator.  With 
Health Consultants Plus, Tia provides interim management and regulatory compliance across 
the country.  She also is a state and national speaker.   

Ron Martyn 
 
Leading the Charge: Facilitating Change as a Recreation Profession  
 
Leading the Charge: Facilitating Change as a Recreation Professional 
All successful recreation departments have one common feature – effective leadership. Too often 
great programs and strategies fail to realize their full potential as a result of misdirected 
leadership. This session focuses on essential leadership tools that every recreationist needs in 
their work role. For the program manager or supervisor, these are the skills required to inspire 
others to embrace change in the department. For the staff, the leadership skills help them 
organize their time and more effectively engage residents.  
Program Objectives  

• Empower and inspire others to realize their full potential 
• Create a positive, stimulating work and living environment 
• Ensure commitment and follow-through 

 
Embracing Compliance and Filling Beds through Programming Success  

Recreationists in long-term care are challenged by ongoing sector demands and changes imposed 
by compliance and community expectations. Assisted living/retirement communities are faced 



with similar pressures, as well as the constant need for positive messaging to fill beds. In this 
session, the utilization of resident and program evaluation to prove overall home and 
departmental success is explored. Specific measures of success are outlined, whereby 
compliance issues are avoided, customers concerns are addressed through proactive evidence-
based sharing of information, and Homes are able to promote their position as leaders in their 
field of senior care.  

Ron Martyn combines an undergraduate degree in therapeutic recreation, a master’s degree in 
gerontology and over 35 years in various capacities in long term care, assisted living and 
education. His experience and insight provide real-world solutions to more successful 
programming and enhanced personal leadership development. As the creator of ActivityPro, Ron 
brings this depth of experience to ensure that recreation practitioners have access to an 
affordable, effective and professional tool in ActivityPro. 
 
 
Deborah Shouse and Ron Zoglin  
 
Connecting in the Land of Dementia:  Creative Activities to Explore  
 
Experience the many benefits of using creativity and expressive arts to engage people living with 
dementia. Learn how to adapt people’s hobbies and interests to their changing abilities. Deborah 
Shouse and Ron Zoglin have interviewed dozens of innovators around the world, who show that 
using meaningful arts activities can increase communications, reduce anxiety, and enhance your 
client’s sense of purpose. This lively workshop shows you how designing an inland beach, swing 
dancing to the shower, and creating a list of favorite songs can tap into your client’s imagination 
and creative spirit. We highlight ideas from a global array of experts.  
 
Objectives  

• Participants will learn about the potential of inviting out creativity and imagination in 
people living with dementia. 

• Participants will explore ways to adapt favorite activities and hobbies for people with 
changing abilities. 

• Participants will expand their knowledge of the breadth of expressive arts activities for 
people who are living with dementia, drawing on the curated work of dozens of experts. 

 
Research shows that the part of the brain involved with creativity and imagination outlasts the 
rational part of the brain, so there are limitless opportunities for engagement. 
We’ve interviewed dozens of innovators from all over the globe who are using expressive arts--
art, music, gardening, technology, nature, cooking -- and more -- as catalysts for creative and 
emotional connections. These creative activities can increase energy and socialization, reduce 
anxiety, and offer chances for self-expression. They’re adaptable for multiple ages and abilities, 
so there can be an intergenerational component. Today we are going to share a variety of our 
experts’ true stories and innovative ideas. 
 



Theresa Grill  
Effective Communication Strategies  

This presentation teaches caregivers to decode verbal and behavioral communication by 
someone with Alzheimer’s and other dementias.  Participants leave with strategies for 
meaningful connection with people in early, middle and late stage dementia. The goals of the 
program include: gaining a familiarity with the communication changes that take place 
throughout the course of Alzheimer's disease; learning to decode verbal, non-verbal and 
behavioral information and respond in ways that are helpful to the person with diagnosis; and 
learning strategies to connect and communicate at each stage of the disease.  

Objectives  

• Gain a familiarity with the communication changes that take place throughout the course 
of Alzheimer's disease. 

• Learn to decode the verbal and behavioral messages delivered by someone with dementia 
and respond in ways that are helpful to the person. 

• Identify strategies to connect and communicate at each stage of the disease. 

Theresa Grill has a master’s degree in healthcare administration from the George Washington 
University. She has worked in the healthcare field for 30 years. She has experience as a nursing 
home and assisted living administrator, and as a community health educator.  

In her role of Professional Education Coordinator with the Colorado Chapter of the Alzheimer’s 
Association she focuses her work on educating professional and para-professional staff. Helping 
them learn about Alzheimer’s disease and other dementias and enabling then to provide the best 
care possible for clients with cognitive decline. 

Michele Zander 
 
Non-Pharmacological Approaches to Reducing Anxiety and Depression 
 
“Drug Free Approaches” I have worked with ventilator dependent residents for over 10 years and 
began my research when trying to help those COPD and vent-dependent respiratory failure 
residents deal with anxiety between scheduled medication times, but have used this technique on 
many residents who were dealing with anxiety and depression who did not have a dx of COPD 
or VDRF.  It focuses on the benefits of natural sunlight, Relaxation and breathing exercises, 
Gentle Touch Massage, Guided Imagery, Guided Reminiscing, Aroma Therapy and Pet 
Therapy.  Many of these approaches are used during room visits and others in a group setting. 
There will be times that the attendees will learn and practice the Gentle Touch Massage 



techniques and learn how teach residents to have the ability to use some of these approaches to 
self-soothe.  

Successful Outings. 

This session focuses on outing safety, planning, staffing, and action steps should a resident 
wander away from the group. There will be time to discuss fun and creative outing destinations 
with attendees and discuss trips that have been successful for them and trips that have posed 
problems. 

Michele studied at Delgado College in New Orleans and Missouri State University Outreach 
where she completed her MEPAP II Training, and has been in the field of Activities for seniors 
for 20 years. She has worked in Independent Living Communities, Assisting Living Facilities, 
Skilled Nursing Facilities with Ventilator Units and Post-Acute Rehab settings. She became 
Activity Director Certified with NCCAP in 2005, has been an Activity Professional-Board 
Certified with NAAP-CC since 2013 and became a Certified Dementia Practitioner with the 
National Council of Certified Dementia Practitioners in 2011. At home in both small settings 
and large 188 bed facilities she has over 10 years experience working with patients that are 
ventilator dependent. Currently located in Las Vegas, Michele has earned several Best in Class 
Awards from Pinnacle Consulting, a customer satisfaction based award. She is the Activity 
Director at Silver Ridge Healthcare Center, a 5 Star Facility that recently won the American 
Healthcare Association’s 2016 Silver Award. Michele has served on the board of the Southern 
Nevada Activity Professional’s Association as the Education Chair since 2014, and has 
presented at SNAPA Workshops, Seminars and State Conferences. She has been married to her 
high school sweetheart for 32 years and has 3 children, who she considers her 
greatest achievements.  

Susan Whytock and Amy Steves  
Don’t Isolate, Cooperate - Bringing Activities and Social Service  

Traditionally, the Social Services and Activity departments often work in isolation. This, coupled 
with poor communication between departments can lead to negative outcomes for the residents. 
The importance of these departments working together and practicing effective communication 
will be addressed. In particular, the topic of depression and how the two departments can target 
depressive symptoms will be covered. This information is important due to the movement 
towards viewing the resident in a multifaceted way. People have identified that it is helpful to 
engage in activities that give them purpose and help others. The utilization of small groups with 
a focus on helping others will be discussed and is an application of the key points of the seminar. 
The presentation is best suited for those in the activity and social services departments. However, 
those in the nursing department and nursing home administrators would benefit as well. The 
instructional techniques that will be used include demonstrations with props, small group 
discussions, large group discussion, case study review, and visual aids.  



Objectives  

• The participant will be able to understand and utilize the connection between the Social 
Services and Activities departments. 

• The participant will be able to utilize more effective communication tools in discussions 
with other departments. 

• The participant will have the skills to be able to conduct small groups with the purpose of 
alleviating the symptoms of depression.   

Susan Whytock AC-BC has worked with the senior population since 1990. She has worked with 
seniors who are independent, living in assisted living, and those living in skilled care. She is a 
Recreational consultant and wakes up in the morning excited to go to work. She truly feels that 
part of her role, as an activity professional (and part of the role for every employee in any 
facility) is to be an advocate for the residents and to be that advocate, Susan believes we should 
always strive to learn expand our knowledge and experiences. 

Amy Steves has a Master’s degree in Community Counseling and she is a licensed professional 
counselor. 

Darren Robinson 
'Making Contact'.  

My presentation will focus on the somewhat unusual way I went about getting my first 
international contact in Beth Sizemore at Radius Fulton in Dunedin New Zealand to the amazing 
successes that I have had introducing Diversional Therapy Australia to the international activity 
community. 

I’ll discuss the mutual benefits of making contact with the international activity practitioners on 
behalf of DTA for myself personally, my residents at Barunga Village where I work as a 
Diversional Therapist and for the International contacts.  

Objectives  

• To enlighten the conference attendees as to what Diversional Therapy Australia is. 
• Explain how and why we have made contacts with activity professionals all around the 

world 
• Explain the benefits to making these International Contacts. 

Darren Robinson has been a member of the Diversional Therapy Australia (DTA), Board since 
2014. In that time he has served as the Tasmanian Representative on the Board and as a member 
of the International Liaison Projects Team. This Team is comprised of other DTA Board 
Members and their mission is to locate and make contact with other activity professionals 
around the world He became the Team Leader of the International Liaison Projects Team in 



2015 and has never looked back, resulting in amazing successes with his ability to connect with 
activity professionals from all over the world. 

Brenda J Scott and Diane Mockbee 
Why YOU need to be Credentialed! 

Trends are important and we need to pay attention and learn from them. The trend of holding a 
national credential is spreading. The importance of gaining a National Certification will be 
explained during this session. You will learn not only why but how to gain a National Board 
Certification as an Activity Professional or Consultant/Educator. 

Objectives: 

• The participant will hear about both state and national trends toward holding a national 
certification 

• The attendee will learn the four steps necessary to obtain a National Board Credential 
• The participant will leave with an individual plan of action toward gaining their 

credential. 

Brenda Scott is currently the Office Manager for the NAAP Credentialing Center where she 
enjoys working with individuals seeking National Board Certification. She has been in the 
activity profession for 30 years. During that time, she has been active in local and state 
associations as well as NAAP. She served on the NAAP Board of Directions from 2006-2010 and 
has been the Colorado State Contact since 1997. She is Activity Consultant/Educator-Board 
Certified (AC-BC) through the NAAP Credentialing Center, is an Activity Director Certified 
(ADC) and has a Certificate in Gerontology from Denver University. Brenda loves sharing her 
knowledge by speaking, mentoring and networking.  She encourages high standards and 
continuing education. 

Diane Mockbee is an Activity Consultant/Educator – Board Certified through the National 
Association of Activity Professionals Credentialing Center and is an Activity Consultant 
Certified by the National Certification Council of Activity Professionals.  Diane has a Bachelor 
of Science Degree in Health Administration.  She is a life member of the National Association of 
Activity Professionals and a member of the Arizona Association of Activity Professionals.  Diane 
is the past President of the National Association of Activity Professionals (NAAP) and the 
Arizona Association of Activity Professionals (AAAP).  She was appointed as the Director of 
Operations for the National Association of Activity Professionals in 2010.  Diane is the Activity 
Director/Dementia Trainer at Paseo Village Assisted Living and prior to that she was at 
Windsor Palm Valley Rehabilitation and Care Center in Goodyear, Arizona. Diane is considered 
an expert in her field and in Alzheimer’s care.  She is always looking for programs that provide 
cutting-edge care for her residents.  Diane has over 27 years of experience in the field. She has 
presented at conferences across the United States and Bermuda, including Keynote and Endnote 
addresses, state conferences and national conferences.  She also trains health care 



professionals, corporate employees and families all over the state of Arizona. Diane is part of 
the Conference/Education Committee for the Arizona Health Care Association. Diane was 
awarded the Leadership Professional of the Year 2014 by the Arizona Health Care Association 
at their annual conference in Scottsdale, Arizona. 
 
Debra Holmes  
Creativity: A Sense of Purpose & Engagement  

This presentation will provide information, ideas and resources for establishing a purposeful, 
self- expressive and original creative arts and crafts program.  

The session is hands-on and with step by step procedures, participants will gain insight and 
confidence in providing a creative environment for residents in a variety of living situations. The 
benefits and positive effects of a creative arts program will be defined for resident's varying skill 
levels. 

Debby hopes to inspire activity professionals, and rekindle creativity and enthusiasm through 
this hands-on informative session.  

Objectives  

• Participants will learn a variety of techniques in providing a creative atmosphere within 
activity programs. 

• Participants will learn step by step procedures in leading arts and crafts groups. 
• Participants will be provided with resources and ideas for esteem building, engaging and 

original creative arts and crafts. 

Debby Holmes celebrated 30 years in health care in September 2016. She became a member of 
the Colorado Activity Professionals' Association (CAPA) in the Fall of 1986, and has remained 
active in the Southern Chapter and on the State Board. She has served on various committees 
and office positions, and currently is the CAPA State Education Chair. Through the years, 
Debby has made numerous presentations on a variety of a topics at CAPA State Conferences and 
workshops, chapter meetings and at facility inservice meetings. She has held various titles in the 
past 30 years - Activity Director and Department Manager, Volunteer Coordinator and more 
recently Activity Department Educator. Although Debby is officially retired from full time work, 
she presently serves as Craft Editor of the monthly professional’s magazine, Creative 
Forecasting, and owns and operates her own business, 'The Craft Express,' providing craft 
groups in a variety of facility settings. 

 
 



Dr. Mark Brown  
 
We are part of the Family, All my Assistants and ME: The Activity Professional, more than 
Bingo and Birthday Parties. 
 
The role of the Activity Professional is more than calling Bingo and hosting parties. They have 
an active role in the care and wellbeing of their residents. From the first day the resident moves 
in to when they move on, Activities Professionals engage the resident one-on-one and in group 
settings with the role in mind of keeping them engaged and finding the joys of life in the 
community. The Mind, Body and Sprit are all stimulated through Psychoneuroimmunology, the 
Activity Professional's best friend.  Once you have spent time with Dr. Mark, your Activity 
Program will never be the same again. 
 
Objectives 

• Understand the role of the Activity Professional 
• Being a Team Player 
• Psychoneuroimmunology 

 
Dr. Mark Brown was raised an Air Force Brat and traveled most of his life. He graduated from 
Kubasaki High School, Okinawa Japan. He served in the Army, and then moved with his family 
to the Colorado Springs community. Dr. Brown holds Master’s Degrees in Religious Education, 
and a PhD in Theology.  
Along with his Wife Gail, they own Pikes Peak Motivation; Leaders in Motivational Speaking 
and Education. It is their mission to take you from where you are to where you need to be. He is 
an Educator, Motivator, Author and true friend you can always depend on. 
 

Bailie Tinney 
Dementia and Behavior Management: A Practical Approach  

Dementia and Behavior Management: A Practical Approach. This course is designed to help 
healthcare professionals determine the goals for their communities’ dementia care and behavior 
management, identify programs that will help them meet their goals, and give them a practical 
approach for implementation.  

Objectives  

• Identify goals for their community. 
• Identify programs that will help meet their goals. 
• Learn a practical approach to program implementation. 

Inspiring and creative, Bailie Tinney is truly making a difference in the lives of persons with 
dementia. Through her personal passion and hands-on work in healthcare settings, Bailie is a 



tireless advocate for those living with dementia and is living out her personal mission to help 
families and professionals better understand how to create an environment that builds on 
individuals’ strengths and abilities, thereby allowing them to live life to its fullest. On a day-to-
day basis, Bailie is putting into place new, powerful and cutting-edge therapeutic approaches 
and programs that are changing the lives of persons living with dementia, their families, and 
members of their caregiving teams. Bailie’s basic premise is this: always remember to keep the 
value of the person for whom you are caring at the center of every healthcare decision, action, 
change, movement and breathe.  

Bailie received her Master’s degree in Occupational Therapy from Texas Woman’s University. 
She is a Certified Dementia Practitioner and Certified Alzheimer’s Disease and Dementia Care 
Trainer through NCCDP 

 

 

Margaret Ray  
My Heroes Have Always Been E.x.t.r.a.o.r.d.i.n.a.r.y  

This presentation is designed to honor those who honor and care for others. 

Note: In this presentation I share some of my professional experiences as a caregiver, nurse, 
Director of Nursing Services, Nursing Home Administrator, a consultant and a graduate of an 
Activities Program. I also share my 3 month personal experiences living in a rehab and nursing 
home.  

Objectives  

• Define the following terms: Hero Heroes Extraordinary “Sheroes” 

Margaret Ray is the founder and director of CEU / Consulting & Education Unlimited, LLC. She 
has had many years of experience serving the elderly in Acute Care, in Assisted Living, in Home 
Health Care, in Long-Term-Care, and in other Health Care Settings. Ms. Ray currently provides 
both education and consultation services for numerous health care providers. All services 
provided by CEU and by Margaret Ray are provided in a spirit of love, respect, support, and 
fun. Margaret has a unique way of presenting information. She combines knowledge and humor 
and provides audiences with both education and entertainment --- her own unique form of edu-
tainment. 

Cindy Lotzer  



Skits: How to Adapt-Christmas  

Learn how to adapt songs and books into three cute Christmas skits. No speaking for residents 
but ALL residents are involved.  

Objectives  

• Learn 3 easy skits to do with your residents.  
• See how easy it is to adapt books and songs into skits. 
• Think outside the box.  
• Have fun! 

Cindy Lotzer has been the Activity Director at Waterford Senior Living for 10 years. She has 
presented at NAAP, WRAP and the WI State Alzheimer's Conference. If nothing else, she is loads 
of fun! 

Alisa Tagg  
The State of the Profession  

In this closing session, we will review topics, trends and new regulations that have changed in 
the last year. We will review NAAP’s strategic plan and what the future holds for the Activity 
Professional. There will be opportunities for questions and answers as well. 
 
Objectives 
 

• Understand new topics and trends to 2017 
• Recognize the importance of membership with NAAP 
• Review NAAP’s strategic plan 

 
Alisa Tagg, BA ACC/EDU AC-BC CADCCT CDP has been a certified activity consultant since 
2006 and an activity director working primarily in skilled nursing facilities since 1995. She 
enjoys teaching the MEPAP education course to new activity professionals. She also works as an 
independent consultant in various facilities throughout southern Nevada. Alisa writes for and 
teaches the HCC course with R.O.S. Therapy Systems. She holds a bachelor’s degree in 
Psychology from the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, a provider’s Certificate of Completion 
specializing in Aging with the Nevada Geriatric Education Center and is a Certified Alzheimer’s 
Disease and Dementia Care Trainer and a Certified Dementia Practitioner with the National 
Certification Council for Dementia Practitioners. Alisa serves as the President of the National 
Association of Activity Professionals and the President of the Southern Nevada Activity 
Professional Association. She has always enjoyed working with elderly populations for the 
majority of her life and has a great love for the elderly. In 1988, Alisa was named the Indiana 
Health Care Association Teen Volunteer of the Year. Alisa speaks on local, state and national 
levels on various topics relating to health care and the activity profession. Personally, Alisa 
enjoys running, biking, cross-fit training, and spending time with her family. 


